HP-C/DA:
Workshop on the In Situ Co-Execution of
High-Performance Computing & Data Analysis
Organization
This workshop is on invitation only with the full program presented bellow. All speakers have confirmed their participation
in case the workshop is accepted. The organization is led by:
• Julien Bigot <julien.bigot@cea.fr>, CEA/MdlS
• Bruno Raffin <bruno.raffin@inria.fr>, Inria, Univ. Grenoble Alpes

Publication and advertising strategy
The workshop program will be made available through a dedicated web site once accepted: http://www.maisondelasimulation.
fr/hpcda.
As this is a workshop on invitation only, no proceedings will be published. Slides from talks will be made available to
attendees after the event. Because most of invited speakers are seniors, they are able to provide a quality, synthetic and
prospective vision on their respective areas, making the workshop more attractive.
We will publicize the event through professional mailing lists and social networks at international level. As many of the
talks are strongly connected to large H2020 projects (Human Brain Project, EoCoE-II, Maestro, Vestec, Sage2), we will
leverage these project contact networks to engage more attendees.

Context
Exascale computing offers the promise of supporting disruptive numerical experiments needed to address the pressing scientific, industrial and societal challenges of the 21st century, such as clean energy, health and climate change. ExaFlop/s
supercomputers will provide the compute capabilities to support simulations of yet unseen precision, generating an unprecedented quantity and quality of data. Only the latest advances in automated data analytics based on machine-learning or
statistical analysis will make it possible to get the most knowledge out of the data generated at this scale.
To reach and go beyond Exascale, it is critical to consider the numerical experiment as a whole, encompassing both
the simulation (high-performance computing, HPC) and data-analytics (high-performance data-analytics, HPDA) aspects.
Optimized simulation codes, at the core of the numerical experiments, need to be augmented with advanced data analytics
in tight coupling patterns so as to overcome the widening performance gap between compute and I/O, and leverage new
deep memory hierarchies. Once this technical barrier overcome, innovative numerical patterns become accessible where the
outcome of analytics is used to steer the simulation. These new patterns have the potential to greatly increase the scientific
return of investment for numerical experiments at all scales from lab-scale clusters to the largest supercomputers.

Scope
The HP-C/DA workshop focuses on the latest advances and challenges for the co-execution of HPC & HPDA workloads
on supercomputers. To achieve these goals, HP-C/DA brings together all stakeholders concerned by the in situ co-execution
of HPC and HPDA workloads:
• computer-scientists interested in high-performance applications modularization and coupling,
• designers and developers of services and tools for HPDA on supercomputer architectures,
• application developers interested in the efficient integration of HPDA in their HPC application,
• application scientists concerned with developing novel and innovative HPC & HPDA couplings at scale.
This workshop will act as a discussion forum for all parties involved in order to identify the best research directions and
gather requirements from the user community.
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Detailed program
9:00am – 9:20am: Workshop introduction
9:00am

HP-C/DA, an overview
Bruno Raffin, Inria and Julien Bigot, CEA/MdlS

Workshop introduction.

9:20am – 11:00am: HPC Applications session
9:20am

The Many Advantages of Avoiding Writing Files for Large Scale Uncertainty Quantification in
Numerical Simulation
Alejandro Ribes, EDF R&D

Multi-run numerical simulations using supercomputers are increasingly used by physicist and engineers for dealing with
input data and model uncertainties. Most of the time, the input parameters of a simulation are modeled as random
variables, then simulations are ran a (possibly large) number of times with input parameters varied according to a
specific design of experiments. The result of such a family of runs is called ensemble. In this talk, we give a comprehensive
description of novel approach to handle very large scale ensemble run workflows for sensibility analysis, relying on Melissa,
a file avoiding, adaptive, fault tolerant and elastic framework. Large ensembles can be fully processed on-the-fly using
this system.
9:40am

Multi-scale brain simulation in the Human Brain Project: The EBRAINS in-transit simulation
and analysis infrastructure
Wouter Klijn, FZ-Julich

The Human Brain Project (HBP), the ICT-based Flagship project of the EU, is building research infrastructure for
understanding the brain and finding new treatments for brain disease. Important capabilities are brain simulations of
large- and multiscale experimental and clinical data sets with integrated analysis toolkits. The HBP offers simulation
engines at different scales of abstraction. These simulators are now been integrated to enable multi-scale model simulation.
These models will be an important tool for answering system level questions of (whole) brain ailments How to create a
science end-user friendly production system from multiple individual applications, each simulating specific scales, is an
open question. One challenge is that the probability of a fault condition grows as a multiplicative function of the number
of applications in a workflow and their failure probabilities. This talk will introduce the infrastructure being build by
HBP for the EBRAIN research infrastructure to address this and other challenges.
10:00am

Exploitation options of Exascale HP-C/DA for Data Assimilation and Inverse Modelling in
coupled atmospheric-earth system simulations
Hendrik Elbern, Univ. Köln

Spatio-temporal data assimilation (DA) techniques like the four-dimensional variational data assimilation and ensemble
transform Kalman filters have strained computing resources of weather centres in recent years, despite resting on simplifying assumptions like Gaussian error characteristics. Future demands impugns this strategy, as a number of simulation
exigencies effectuate highly nonlinear conditions during the assimilation time scales. Photovoltaic power (PV) and precipitation predictions by using space borne remote sensing data of cloud formation and observational control of feedback
effects with coupled soil and water body models are examples for involved short and longer time scales, respectively.
Here markedly non-Gaussian error dynamics invoke model ensemble sizes of 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than today’s
20 to 50 ensemble members for probabilistic forecasts. A plethora of satellite data will be needed to be ingested in a
flexible data asimilation system, each type of which involves its own radiative transfer modelling. As assimilation and
inversion methods variants of particle filtering and particle smoothing algorithms are considered as promising techniques.
In readiness for exascale computing a first implementations of a 1000-member ensemble for probabilistic wind and PV
power applications will be presented. Envisaged extensions toward asynchronous ensemble modelling with continuous ensemble member refinements and machine learning based ensemble evaluation will be addressed by complexity assessment,
including design characteristics on skill scores required.

10:20am

The weather and climate prediction use case for the digital continuum
Peter Bauer, ECMWF

The European Green Deal stresses the importance of a digital technology to create a so-called digital twin of the Earth.
Fulfilling the resulting extreme-scale scientific needs of weather and climate prediction also requires extreme-scale capabilities across the entire digital continuum. The continuum comprises smart sensors, IoT, big data, data analytics and
cognitive computing, HPC and cloud computing, and even intelligent physical systems in all socio-economic impact sectors that depend on reliable weather and climate predictions. This need mostly translates into an unprecedented software
development effort that will allow to use emerging and novel hardware technology.
10:40am

Developing in-situ diagnostics to tackle huge amount of data
for exascale turbulence plasma simulations
Virginie Grandgirard, CEA/IRFM

Understanding turbulence and heat transport in fusion plasma is a key challenge for fusion devices like ITER. Non-linear
5D gyrokinetic codes are the most accurate framework to tackle this problem. They are extremely HPC challenging.
The GYSELA code 1 uses frequently from 8k to 64k cores for plasma core simulations which often run during several
weeks. The annual time consumption on supercomputing facilities is currently of 150 million of core-hours. The longterm challenge is to perform edge-core turbulent plasma simulations with kinetic electrons that will require exascale HPC
capabilities.
The GYSELA code is written in Fortran 90 and is parallelized with hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming. An excellent
weak scaling of 90% of relative efficiency at 458752 cores was shown in 2013 with the opportunity of the access to the
totality of the Juqueen BlueGene/Q machine. The recent tests performed in 2020 on the AMD partition of the IreneTGCC/France show a good strong scaling with a relative efficiency of 80% at 49k cores and 60% at 98k cores.
In terms of I/O, GYSELA manipulates typically 10 PetaBytes of data but at the end of the run only 5-10 TeraBytes of
data are saved. Inside a run the program writes predefined diagnostics –based on dimensionality reduction– to permanent
storage at fixed time intervals. This strong data reduction is performed via embedded post-processing tools to get
quantities that are physically relevant. These current I/O treatments correspond to 25% of a simulation time and their
relative efficiency drops to 35% at 98k cores. Therefore, I/O are clearly identified as a weak point for future exascale
simulations. One of the mid-term objective is to remove bottlenecks due to this huge amount of data to tackle. This
implies to refactoring the code with more modularity. The aim here is not only to improve the scalability of the I/O but
especially to rationalize the use of data by developing in-situ diagnostics.

11:00am – 11:30am: Morning break
11:30am – 1:00pm: HPDA and post-processing session
11:30am

Resilience and scalability of deep learning in supercomputers
Leonardo Bautista-Gomez, BSC

In recent years, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have achieved outstanding results in a wide range of applications, including
language processing, speech, and visual recognition. In the quest to increase solution accuracy, there are trends of
increasing the size of training datasets as well as introducing larger and deeper DNN models. In addition, applying Deep
Learning in new domains, such as health care and scientific simulations, introduce bigger data samples and more complex
DNN models. Those trends make the DNN training computationally expensive for a single node. Therefore, large-scale
parallel training on High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems or clusters of GPUs is becoming increasingly common
to achieve faster training time for larger models and datasets. In this talk, we will present recent developments in both,
DNN’s scalability as well as resilience while training at a large scale in HPC systems.

1 V.

Grandgirard et al., Comp. Phys. Com. 2017 (2016) 35

12:00pm

Catalyst, SENSEI and ALPINE: a cost comparison
Charles Gueunet, Kitware

In this era closer to exascale than ever, supercomputers are able to generate data faster than they can write to disk.
In this context, the results of High Performance Computing (HPC) approaches used for simulation need to be analysed
without saving the whole data to disk.
In situ analysis is the process to visualize, explore, and analyse data living on the memory without transferring it to
the disk. This brings data analysis algorithms to run directly on the supercomputers running the simulations, allowing
them to take benefits of their large computational power through High Performance Data Analysis (HPDA).
Our presentation will start with a general introduction to in situ analysis along with a brief presentation of three existing
solutions related to the VTK/Paraview suite: Catalyst, SENSEI and ALPINE. We will then present a comparison of these
solutions in terms of development and computational costs.
• Development costs: we give an insight of the amount of code that needs to be added to use each of these libraries
along with the impact on compilation time and binary size.
• Computational costs: we evaluate the amount of memory and cycles added by the library on the simulation execution.
At the end, the goal of this talk is to help researchers choose the solution that best suits their needs.
12:30pm

VESTEC – Interactive Supercomputing for Urgent Decision Making
Achim Basermann, DLR

The use of extreme computing in real-time applications with high velocity data and live analytics is within reach. The
availability of fast growing social and sensor networks raise new possibilities in monitoring, assessing and predicting
environmental, social and economic incidents as they happen. Add in grand challenges in data fusion, analysis and visualization, and extreme computing hardware has an increasingly essential role in enabling efficient processing workflows
for huge heterogeneous data streams. VESTEC is creating the software solutions needed to realize this vision for urgent decision making in various fields with high impact for the European community. VESTEC is building a flexible
toolchain to combine multiple data sources, efficiently extract essential features, enable flexible scheduling and interactive supercomputing, and realize 3D visualization environments for interactive explorations by stakeholders and decision
makers.

1:00pm – 2:00pm: Lunch break
2:00pm – 4:00pm: HPC/HPDA co-execution support session
2:00pm

HPC-HPDA Coupling at Scale: Experience and Perspectives
Bruno Raffin, Inria & Univ. Grenoble Alpes

The goal of HPC/HPDA coupling at scale is to contribute to building digital twins capable of combining data from sensors,
simulations and advanced data analysis processes. Achieving this goal is still a challenge today. This talk will rely on state
of the art work and experience with the development of frameworks like FlowVR, Melissa, Tins and various associated
use cases for in situ processing, computational steering, ensemble runs, data assimilation, to analyze the state of progress
and identify some key challenges.
2:25pm

Maestro: Towards a Data- and Memory-aware Middleware
Dirk Pleiter, FZJ & Univ. Regensburg

Performance bottlenecks of modern HPC and HPDA systems are usually in the memory and storage systems. Still few
abstractions exist that capture data semantics of applications and capabilities of the underlying hardware are often largely
unknown to the software stacks. Therefore, reasoning about data movement and memory in software is impossible. With
other words: Data- and memory-awareness is lacking. The Maestro project addressing this shortcoming by building a
middleware library that allows characterising application data, to reason about how to load and store that data, to assess
the cost of moving it and to automatise data movement across diverse memory systems. In this presentation, we will
provide an overview of Maestro’s concepts and discuss the details of its emerging implementation.

2:50pm

Advancing Object storage architectures for Extreme scale
Sai Narasimhamurthy, Seagate

The landscape and architecture assumptions for extreme scale computing is changing with the increase in heterogeneity
(GPUs, FPGA, etc) in the computing subsystem along side multi/many core processing. There is also the arrival of
a new extremely fast and high capacity Non-volatile storage class memories within the storage device hierarchy along
side traditional disk drives, archives and flash technology. The workload assumptions for extreme scale computing is
also changing with AI/Deep learning components as part of the highly data centric processing pipeline that will become
common place. All this means that the traditional assumptions of the storage system stack is changing. We will no
longer be able to rely on parallel file systems, POSIX interfaces etc as they had been designed for a different generation
with different architecture assumptions in mind. In this talk, we will discuss an object storage based storage system
architecture that is designed to address the new requirements.
3:15pm

Lowering the barrier for co-executed HPC and data analytics workloads with pdwfs and Redis
Julien Capul, CEA/DAM

In situ co-execution of HPC simulation and data analytics can be a challenging task for simulation end users as simulation
codes are generally not adapted to such use case and often rely exclusively on commonly used file-based I/O layers (POSIX,
HDF5, MPI-IO) to manage their data. In this talk, I will present pdwfs2 , our open source solution that aims at lowering
the barrier for end users to run their file-based workflows in an in situ co-executed manner. By emulating a file system,
pdwfs intercepts files produced by the simulation without requiring any modifications in the simulation code. Files are
then stripped, transferred and staged in a distributed in memory store based on the popular open source database Redis.
pdwfs runs entirely in userspace and comes with a simple command line tool to abstract away from the user the setup
and teardown of Redis instances in a SLURM job. After presenting pdwfs core concepts and implementation details, I
will provide some usage examples, highlight the benefits and limitations of such approach, and finish the talk with our
future development road map.
3:40

On the Convergence of HPC, Cloud and Data Analytics for Exascale Weather Forecasting ECMWF Present and Future
Tiago Quintino, ECMWF

Starting 2014, ECMWF has embarked on a 10 year research programme on HPC Scalability, aiming to achieve Exascale
numerical weather prediction systems by 2025. The programme is now entering its 2nd phase, where focus is now on
improvements to the operational forecasting system that incur deeper restructuring changes. ECMWF operational forecast
generates massive amounts of I/O in short bursts, accumulating to tens of TiB in hourly windows. From this output,
millions of user-defined daily products are generated and disseminated to member states and commercial clients all over
the world. These products are processed from the raw output of the IFS model, within the time critical path and under
strict delivery schedule. Upcoming rise in resolution and growing popularity will increase both the size and number of
these products.
The adoption of a new object store (FDB version 5) for the time-critical operations has opened the door for more
comprehensive improvements to the post-processing chain and enabled new access paths to very high-resolution time
critical datasets. These improvements will bring product generation and data analytics closer to the NWP model and the
model output data, to build true data-centric processing and analytics workflows.
These are part of ECMWF plans to achieve Exascale NWP by 2025 and to empower our users and member states with
novel and increased usage of our weather forecast data. As Exascale NWP datasets are expected to feature between 250
TiB to 1 PiB per forecast cycle, the data-centric approach is critical to enable their efficient usage, by minimising data
transport and bringing post-processing and insight discovery closer to the data source.
We present the latest ECMWF developments in model I/O, product generation and storage, and how we are reworking
our operational workflows to adapt to forthcoming new architectures and memory-storage hierarchies, as we build bridges
from HPC data producer to Cloud based data analytics workflows.

2 https://github.com/cea-hpc/pdwfs

4:00pm – 4:30pm: Afternoon break
4:30pm – 5:30pm: HPC/HPDA co-execution support session (continued)
4:30pm

An approach for the efficient embedding of legacy codes in workflows including pre- and
post-processing
Julien Bigot, CEA/MdlS

HPC codes have historically been developed as monolithic MPI applications whose integration in workflows with pre- and
post-processing is mediated by files. While this approach limits the impact on the code, it exhibits performance limitations
that have motivated a search for new solutions. The alternative to embedded part of the pre- or post-processing in the
MPI application, while potentially efficient, is tedious, error-prone and limits the code maintainability and evolutivity.
Workflow schedulers offer an interesting solution, but require to rework codes from the ground up.
In this talk, we present an approach to instrument legacy codes with lightweight annotations that make buffers accessible
to external tools. We demonstrate that this increases modularity while keeping the control-flow logic in the legacy code;
backward-compatibility is retained, one can still generate files but tighter intergration with pre- and post-processing
becomes possible with no modification or recompilation of the code. We present the PDI library that supports this
approach.
5:00pm

HPC storage and processing convergence using Mochi data services
Matthieu Dorier, ANL

The limitations of parallel file systems in terms of performance and flexibility have led many scientists to turn towards
in situ analysis techniques, in which as much of the data processing as possible is done while the application is running,
to reduce I/O pressure and produce early results. An alternative to this radical paradigm consists of designing data
services that are highly tailored to their target applications. These data services can at the same time store and process
data, present an interface that is suitable to their end users, and adapt to the platform they run on. However, these
data services bring an important challenge. How can one easily design and implement such a service on a per-application
basis? In this talk, we will present our work around the Mochi project, a set of composable libraries that can be used
to efficiently design HPC data services. We will show multiple examples of such services: HEPnOS, which targets high
energy physics workflows, and FlameStore, a service design for ensemble training of deep neural networks.

5:30pm – 6:00pm: Un-Panel & Closing remarks
5:00pm

Un-Panel discussions & Closing remarks
Moderated by Bruno Raffin, Inria and Julien Bigot, CEA/MdlS

Building on the different talks of the day, we will engage attendees into a discussion on the challenges of In Situ CoExecution of HPC and DA, and how to address them as a community. The moderators will drive the discussion based on
oral and written (on-line open pad) questions and remarks.
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